CELL 65

Curtis Lofgren

Curtislofgren@comcast.net
FADE IN

EXT. SPACE- MILLIONS OF YEARS AGO

A single CELL FLOATS aimlessly.

The CELL lands on EARTH.

It begins REPRODUCING.

It LOOKS around.

    CELL 1
    Huh! Better get going......

From ONE cell, it SPLITS into TWO.

TWO cells into FOUR cells.

FOUR cells split into EIGHT cells.

Eight splits into SIXTEEN........

16 to 32............

32 to 64...............\n
BUT...... at 64, a SINGLE cell SPLITS away from the GROUP.

NUMBER 65.

He FLOATS away from the group of CELLS. The rest of the
GROUP looks WORRIED.

    CELL 65
    I’m gonna take this whole thing
down!

64 SPLITS into 128.

128 into 256........

And so on..... And so on........ And so on........

But everyone STARES at #65.

FADE OUT

    THE END